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Seeing Tao Sanniang leaping into Lin Ziming’s arms, the secretary opened
her eyes instantly, with a ghost-like expression, and her mouth was so open
that she could swallow an egg!
The two bodyguards who rushed over were also dumbfounded and
unbelievable.
Although they don’t want the secretary to follow Tao Sanniang all day long,
they also know that Tao Sanniang is a jade-like woman. They have never
seen Tao Sanniang favor a man, even at a distance of more than one meter.
But now, Tao Sanniang actually fell into another man’s arms like this,
which is really beyond their expectation!
They even wondered for a while whether they had hallucinations, otherwise,
how could such things happen?
As for the onlookers around, they were also very surprised, especially for
many men, they were uncomfortable, very sour and jealous, who didn’t
want to take a bite for a beautiful woman like Tao Sanniang. But now they
watched Tao Sanniang plunge into another man’s arms, and their mentality
collapsed.
Lin Ziming also froze for a moment. He knew Tao Sanniang would miss
him very much, but he didn’t expect Tao Sanniang’s reaction to be so big,
and he spoke a little bit of crying.
Suddenly, his guilt deepened.
He gently stroked Tao Sanniang’s hair, and said softly and softly: “It’s me,
I’m here.”
A simple sentence makes Tao Sanniang so moved. Sometimes, she is such a
woman who is so easily satisfied. She doesn’t ask much, but Lin Ziming still
has her in his heart. It is enough to come back and see her occasionally. Up.
After all, she knew very well that she was not the original match, but a
latecomer.
As a latecomer, she can’t ask for too much.
Lin Ziming patted Tao Sanniang on the back and said with a smile: “Okay,
let me go.”
“I don’t!” Tao Sanniang hugged Lin Ziming hard, her body twisted, she
didn’t care about her image at all, and she also gave up her cold coat as the
president and restored her charming posture.” I’m going to hold you,
whoever told you not to come to me for so long, I almost miss you.”
She didn’t intentionally say this in a soft voice, and it spread to everyone’s
ears. Suddenly, Lin Ziming seemed to hear a lot of heartbreaking voices.
The secretary and bodyguard, and some employees who came out of the
company, saw this scene. Everyone opened their eyes wide, and they were
stunned, feeling very unbelievable.
Is this charming, charming, coquettish woman in a man’s arms, really the
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cold, resolute and resolute president they know? !
Lin Ziming smiled bitterly. He said, “I’m all the president, and I’m still so
bitter. You let your subordinates see you, and how can your subordinates see
you? How can you convince the public.”
Tao Sanniang snorted and said: “I don’t care, I just want to stick to you, who
told you not to come to me for so long.”
Lin Ziming sighed slightly in his heart, and there was no way to stop Tao
Sanniang.
Fortunately, Tao Sanniang is a woman who knows how to score. After
taking a deep breath of Lin Ziming’s taste, she is satisfied. Then she let go
of Lin Ziming, but she clasped Lin Ziming with her fingers. Hands, the little
bird nestled beside Lin Ziming.
It is strange that she felt very tired and sad a minute ago, but now, Lin
Ziming’s appearance has made her feel relieved, the whole person is
relieved, and her mood is also in a state of cheering and joy.
This is the magic of love, she thought.
The secretary recovered, she swallowed, and asked cautiously: “President
Tao, who is this?”
Tao Sanniang picked up her hair in her ears and introduced proudly and
sweetly, “He is the chairman of the Lin Group and my immediate boss. The
entire Lin Group belongs to him.”
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